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The first five novels in the unforgettable Bernie Rhodenbarr series. BURGLARS CAN'T
BE CHOOSERS: Bernie Rhodenbarr tends to work alone. Some call him a sleuth.
Some call him a burglar. But who could resist being hired - and pocketing a nice, easy
fee - for a simple break-in? But nothing's ever that simple. No sooner is Bernie inside
the apartment when he discovers the item he's to collect is missing - and in its place is
a dead body. Accused of murder and on the run, Bernie must figure out who set him up
and why. THE BURGLAR IN THE CLOSET: Bernie's all ears when his dentist starts
complaining about his soon-to-be-ex-wife, and happens to mention the valuable
diamonds she keeps lying around. A couple of nights later Bernie's in her apartment
with larceny on his mind, but has to duck into a closet when she unexpectedly returns.
Unfortunately he's still there when an unseen assailant kills her and then vanishes with
the jewels. Now Bernie's got to hunt down the killer who left him hanging. THE
BURGLAR WHO LIKED TO QUOTE KIPLING: Bernie, bookseller and thief, can't resist
the lure of a long lost Kipling poem, even if it is locked inside a millionaire's high
security library. Bernie manages to break in and find the poem - but also discovers a
dead redhead. Now Bernie has to prove his innocence - and fast. THE BURGLAR
WHO STUDIED SPINOZA: Bernie doesn't often get philosophical about his criminal
career. He's good at it, it's addictively exciting - and it pays a whole lot better than being
a bookseller. But he's latest heist gets him in his biggest fix yet when two other burglars
are involved. THE BURGLAR WHO PAINTED LIKE MONDRIAN: By day he sells
books, by night he's a master of illegal entry. But this time Bernie didn't do the burglary
- but one missing painting worth a quarter of a million dollars, two corpses and a very
clever frame-up put him on top of the most wanted list...
First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels
and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
The GizmoXlibris Corporation
Research today demands the application of sophisticated and powerful research tools.
Fulfilling this need, The Oxford Handbook of Quantitative Methods is the complete tool
box to deliver the most valid and generalizable answers to todays complex research
questions. It is a one-stop source for learning and reviewing current best-practices in
quantitative methods as practiced in the social, behavioral, and educational sciences.
Comprising two volumes, this handbook covers a wealth of topics related to quantitative
research methods. It begins with essential philosophical and ethical issues related to
science and quantitative research. It then addresses core measurement topics before
delving into the design of studies. Principal issues related to modern estimation and
mathematical modeling are also detailed. Topics in the handbook then segway into the
realm of statistical inference and modeling with chapters dedicated to classical
approaches as well as modern latent variable approaches. Numerous chapters
associated with longitudinal data and more specialized techniques round out this broad
selection of topics. Comprehensive, authoritative, and user-friendly, this two-volume set
will be an indispensable resource for serious researchers across the social, behavioral,
and educational sciences.
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Held prisoner for three horrific years, U.S. Marine Sergeant Major Charles R. Jackson
survived the war and penned his memoir, though it went unpublished and forgotten for
decades. That is until Bruce Doc Norton, himself a decorated U.S. Marine veteran, and
an acclaimed military historian, brought the memoir to light. In a rare look into the heart
of combat, Sergeant Major Jackson describes the fierce and ultimately losing battle for
Corregidor, the surrender of thousands of Marines, and the death marches that
followed. And all this was simply a prelude to the fight for survival that would take place
in the POW camps. Jacksons memoir gives voice to the thousands of men who fought
and died during WWII, in the Pacific. His character and spirit evoke the very definition of
the Marine Corps's motto, Semper Fidelis, Always Faithful.
A big new book on household solutions from the 5-million-copy-selling Who Knew?
brand! Whether you’re cleaning house, cooking a meal, improving your appearance, or
fighting a cold, this indispensable guide will help you with natural and simple solutions
to your daily tasks requiring only basic—and inexpensive—items with multiple uses that
you should always keep on hand in your home. Vinegar, baking soda, lemons, duct
tape, and beer are just a few of the all-purpose tools you need to eliminate odors, keep
your food fresher longer, get rid of pests, increase storage space, de-stress, give
yourself a spa treatment, and so much more. With easy-to-follow instructions, you’ll
discover clever and creative ways to give your home—and yourself—a makeover while
saving time and money.
As digital reading has become more productive and active, the lines between reading
and writing become more blurred. This book offers both an exploration of collaborative
reading and pedagogical strategies for teaching reading and writing that reflect the
realities of digital literacies. This edited scholarly collection offers strategies for teaching
reading and writing that highlight the possibilities, opportunities, and complexities of
digital literacies. Part 1 explores reading and writing that happen digitally and offers
frameworks for thinking about this process. Part 2 focuses on strategies for the
classroom by applying reading theories, design principles, and rhetorical concepts to
instruction. Part 3 introduces various disciplinary implications for this blended approach
to writing instruction. What is emerging is new theories and practices of reading in both
print and digital spaces—theories that account for how diverse student readers
encounter and engage digital texts. This collection contributes to this work by offering
strategies for sustaining reading and cultivating writing in this landscape of changing
digital literacies. The book is essential for the professional development of beginning
teachers, who will appreciate the historical and bibliographic overview as well as
classroom strategies, and for busy veteran teachers, who will gain updated knowledge
and a renewed commitment to teaching an array of literacy skills. It will be ideal for
graduate seminars in composition theory and pedagogy, both undergraduate and
graduate; and teacher education courses, and will be key reading for scholars in
rhetoric and composition interested in composition history, assessment, communication
studies, and literature pedagogy.
This two-volume handbook on current best-practices in quantitative methods as
practiced in the social, behavioral, and educational sciences covers philosophical and
ethical issues, theory construction, model building and types of models, survey and
experiment design, measurement issues, observational methods, statistical methods,
types of analysis, types of data, and common research fallacies.
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After years of lousy luck, karma finally gives Mia Riggins a break. The arrival of a
mysterious package of postcards and lottery tickets results in a sudden windfall that
makes it possible for her to finally abandon her dead-end job and the dreary industrial
area where she grew up. Accompanied by her digestively challenged dog Gizmo, Mia
sets out on a road trip to find a new life--preferably a better one. While changing a flat
tire along the shore of a stunning lake, she meets architect Chris Blanchard who seems
oddly familiar. After driving hundreds of miles to escape her past, Mia has managed to
encounter the only person in the tiny town of Alpine Grove who remembers her as
Amanita, the bizarre 'poisonous mushroom girl' from high school. What were the odds?
Probably about the same as winning the lottery.
Learn how to write for the results you want every time, in every medium! Do you wish
you could write better? In today’s business world, good writing is key to success in just
about every endeavor. Writing is how you connect with colleagues, supervisors, clients,
partners, employees, and people you’ve never met. No wonder strong writers win the
jobs, promotions and contracts. Business Writing For Dummies shows you, from the
ground up, how to create persuasive messages with the right content and language
every time—messages your readers will understand and act on. This friendly guide
equips you with a step-by-step method for planning what to say and how to say it in
writing. This sytem empowers you to handle every writing challenge with confidence,
from emails to proposals, reports to resumes, presentations to video scripts, blogs to
social posts, websites to books. Discover down-to-earth techniques for sharpening your
language and correcting your own writing problems. Learn how to adapt content, tone
and style for each medium and audience. And learn to use every message you write to
build better relationships and solve problems, while getting to the “yes” you want.
Whether you’re aiming to land your first job or are an experienced specialist in your
field, Business Writing For Dummies helps you build your communication confidence
and stand out. Present yourself with authority and credibility Understand and use the
tools of persuasion Communicate as a remote worker, freelancer, consultant or
entrepreneur Strategize your online presence to support your goals Bring out the best
in people and foster team spirit as a leader Prepare to ace interviews, pitches and
confrontations Good communication skills, particularly writing, are in high demand
across all industries. Use this book to gain the edge you need to promote your own
success, now and down the line as your career goals evolve.
The corner of Truth Avenue and Pain Street is Valley City's butt crack part of town.
Eight teenagers, the Gangsters & Retards, live there: Moon, a blind and deaf girl who
practices aikido; Carlos, a Mexican-American rapper in a lowrider wheelchair; Bryan, a
basketball loving boy with Down syndrome; Mad Girl, a pregnant fourteen-year-old
Latina with major anger issues; Pho, a humongous Vietnamese skateboarder/tagger;
Janice, a Jewish-American princess with leg braces and crutches; Dutch, a less than
smart white boy wigger; and Learoy, a totally hot sixteen-year-old African-American girl.
In this episode, convinced his failed attempts at breaking into the hip hop music scene
are due to his Hispanic ethnicity, Carlos pretends he s black to catch a music label s
attention. But when a record exec appears with a contract, Carlos obviously doesn t
have the right skin color, and in the wink of an eye his falsified identity slips away from
him. The absurd world of Valley City serves as the backdrop as Carlos plays a cat and
mouse game to regain both his persona and the seven friends swept into the mess he
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creates. Cartoon realism misadventures ensue as this humorous novel of love, lies,
power, corruption, and everyday existence makes you laugh and cry while possibly
offending your sensibilities.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the five workshops that were
organized in conjunction with the International Conference on Business Information
Systems, BIS 2014, which took place in Larnaca, Cyprus, in May 2014. The 27 papers
in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 53 submissions and were
revised and extended after the event. The workshop topics covered applications and
economics of knowledge-based technologies (AKTB), business and IT alignment
(BITA), digital currencies (DC), modern applications of business information systems
(MODAPP), and tools for setting up and running a business in cloud computing (TSRB).
In addition a keynote paper is included in this book.
From Barry Reed, New York Times best-selling author of The Choice, The Indictment,
and The Verdict, comes a suspenseful psychological thriller and courtroom drama
involving medical malpractice and sexual intrigue. At seventeen, Donna DiTullio was a
highly ranked tennis player with world-class potential. At twenty-one, she's hospitalized
as a suicidal manic-depressive. But under the care of Dr. Robert Sexton and with the
help of some experimental medication, Donna is ready to be discharged. Then,
unexpectedly, she leaps from a fifth-floor balustrade, leaving herself paralyzed and near
death. Attorney Dan Sheridan is called in to sue the hospital and its owner, the
Archdiocese of Boston. Sheridan presses his investigation against the powerful
interests of the Church and the medical establishment, an investigation and subsequent
trial that test all of his skill as a lawyer and lead to an ethical dilemma that will nearly
cost him his life.

De lange weg naar de vrijheid is de beroemde autobiografie van een van de
grootste mannen van de twintigste eeuw. Nelson Mandela beschrijft de lange
weg die hij heeft moeten afleggen van onwetende jongen tot charismatisch
staatsman. Dit is het verhaal van misschien wel de wonderbaarlijkste
omwenteling in de geschiedenis, verteld door de man die het allemaal heeft
meegemaakt en in gang gezet. Het verhaal van Mandela, door Mandela.
This zany look at gardening makes the perfect gift for serious gardeners who
don't take themselves too seriously.
The biggest terrorist plot in human history in the heartland in the U.S.A. Set on
the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers, terrorists work to assemble the largest weapon
of mass destruction to be set off in St. Louis harbour on the 4th of July. Jesus
Christ is forced to bring forth the new world order.
The Gizmo is a comedy thriller about a veterinary technician and her female
friend, a computer whiz, who together invent a device that lets lovers feel exactly
what their partners feel when they have sex.
An anthropologist stumbles across a stunning secret that will put the very
definition of humanity suddenly in doubt. Are the bone she discovers buried on a
old Mississippi plantation the remains of humans, or apes -- or something
else?The answer will turn her life, and the world, upsidedown. What the critics
said about ORPHAN OF CREATION 'Allen's attention to detail is sterling...totally
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believable...well portrayed...dead accurate.... This book goes a long way toward
doing for anthropology what Timescape did for high-energy particle physics:
humanizing it, making its real workings accessible to a new audience. Anyone
who likes good hard science in their fiction will have to go a long way to find a
better-done book.' --Locus 'a novel that reminds us that moral and social
evolution depends not only on our knowing where we are going, but
remembering where we have been.' --Christian Science Monitor 'Allen's writing
technique is a well-balanced blend of dialogue, action, description and narrativeeach in proper proportion to the other... a fine read ... word of mouth will bring
acclaim that is more than deserved.' --Otherrealms Orphan of Creation takes an
interesting scientific premise and lets it loose upon real human beings revealing
to the reader a higher level of understanding of the world. Orphan is science and
fiction; in examining the human condition, it does what both ideally intend to do.'
--The New York Review of Science Fiction 'Mr.Allen has found an idea worthy of
his talent. The book has that unmistakably correct feel of authenticity. A very
readable as well as thoughtful story. Bravo to Mr.Allen for writing this risky book.
Read it. Then pass it on to your mundane friends. With any luck, it will drive them
crazy.' --Lan's Lantern FoxAcre Press is proud to present its books on the Google
Play store.
More than 1000 annotated entries of great Websites. Click on a link to go to the
website - no typing in long URL addresses
Emphasizing the director's responsibility as a leader of both people and programs
in diverse communities, DEVELOPING AND ADMINISTERING A CHILD CARE
AND EDUCATION PROGRAM, Ninth Edition, covers the business and
interpersonal skills child development professionals need to implement an
effective program for young children and their families. It is written primarily for
students of early childhood education whether or not they plan to work in the
administrative aspects of the field. The book is also a rich source of updated
information for practicing directors. In this thoroughly updated edition, the authors
provide practical information on all aspects of directing a program, including
curriculum selection; funding; budgeting; selecting, training, and supervising staff;
housing the program and purchasing equipment; working with children and
parents; accrediting and licensing an early childhood center; and carrying out
program evaluation and quality improvement strategies. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Caterpillar Factory offers a account of the approach, skills and processes
needed to build a successful career in today’s booming PR business. It sets out
the links in the PR business chain, from consultancy models to winning new
clients, and from exploiting the news agenda to preparing clients for a successful
media interview.
We humans can enhance some of our mental and physical abilities above the
normal upper limits for our species with the use of particular drug therapies and
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medical procedures. We will be able to enhance many more of our abilities in
more ways in the near future. Some commentators have welcomed the prospect
of wide use of human enhancement technologies, while others have viewed it
with alarm, and have made clear that they find human enhancement morally
objectionable. The Ethics of Human Enhancement examines whether the
reactions can be supported by articulated philosophical reasoning, or perhaps
explained in terms of psychological influences on moral reasoning. An
international team of ethicists refresh the debate with new ideas and arguments,
making connections with scientific research and with related issues in moral
philosophy.
Are we driving off a digital cliff and heading for disaster, unable to focus, maintain
concentration, or form the human bonds that make life worth living? Are media
and business doomed and about to be replaced by amateur hour? The world, as
Nick Bilton—with tongue-in-cheek—shows, has been going to hell for a long, long
time, and what we are experiencing is the twenty-first-century version of the fear
that always takes hold as new technology replaces the old. In fact, as Bilton
shows, the digital era we are part of is, in all its creative and disruptive forms, the
foundation for exciting and engaging experiences not only for business but
society as well. Both visionary and practical, I Live in the Future & Here’s How It
Works captures the zeitgeist of an emerging age, providing the understanding of
how a radically changed media world is influencing human behavior: • With a
walk on the wild side—through the porn industry—we see how this business model
is leading the way, adapting product to consumer needs and preferences and
beating piracy. • By understanding how the Internet is creating a new type of
consumer, the “consumnivore,” living in a world where immediacy trumps quality
and quantity, we see who is dictating the type of content being created. •
Through exploring the way our brains are adapting, we gain a new understanding
of the positive effect of new media narratives on thinking and action. One
fascinating study, for example, shows that surgeons who play video games are
more skillful than their nonplaying counterparts. • Why social networks, the
openness of the Internet, and handy new gadgets are not just vehicles for telling
the world what you had for breakfast but are becoming the foundation for
“anchoring communities” that tame information overload and help determine
what news and information to trust and consume and what to ignore. • Why the
map of tomorrow is centered on “Me,” and why that simple fact means a totally
new approach to the way media companies shape content. • Why people pay for
experiences, not content; and why great storytelling and extended relationships
will prevail and enable businesses to engage with customers in new ways that go
beyond merely selling information, instead creating unique and meaningful
experiences. I Live in the Future & Here’s How It Works walks its own talk by
creating a unique reader experience: Semacodes embedded in both print and
eBook versions will take readers directly to Bilton’s website
(www.NickBilton.com), where they can access videos of the author further
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developing his point of view and also delve into the research that was key to
shaping the central ideas of the book. The website will also offer links to related
content and the ability to comment on a chapter, allowing the reader to join the
conversation.
Real Research: Research Methods Sociology Students Can Use is an innovative
text that takes a holistic approach to the subject by discussing each step in the
research process within the context of a particular method. With no
generalizations about concepts that apply to only some research methods but not
others, students can jump into the first research method within the first two weeks
of class. After an overview of data collection in the first chapter, subsequent
chapters focus on eight specific quantitative and qualitative methods most
frequently used in sociology. The Second Edition includes a new chapter on
focus groups, updated "Real Research" profiles of individuals using research
methods in a wide range of careers, and examples of common student errors to
streamline learning.
There's a brooding hunk under her roof. How's a girl supposed to resist six feet of
blue-eyed temptation? Gretchen Mascoe has secretly loved her best friend's
brother for years. Too bad she's not his type. When he's injured in an accident
and her house is his only option for recovery, she'll do whatever it takes to get
him on the mend and on his way. Unfortunately, her plan backfires. Now she's
stuck playing house with a guy that will never be hers. Greg Fairchild wakes up in
the hospital with a banged-up leg, a killer headache and a fake fiancée. He
doesn't care what she calls herself so long as she gets him out of there. If only
her fib didn't snowball. Now he's seeing a whole new side of his sister's usually
quiet and buttoned-up friend. For starters, where did that mind-melting chemistry
come from? Suddenly, one week with her isn't enough. Note: This book was
previously released under the title GO FOR IT. The contents are the same. Read
the rest of the Girls' Night series: Scoring with the Football Star (JJ & Trevor,
Book 1) Saved by the Reluctant Bodyguard (Baby & Joe, Book 3)
Innovations in paediatric rehabilitation engineering can serve as a springboard to
education, psychosocial, social, physical and cognitive development for children
and youth with disabilities. Instead of providing an overview of rehabilitation
engineering, Paediatric Rehabilitation Engineering focuses on the uniqueness of
the paediatric subspecialty via an international sampling of methods and
techniques currently in use or in development. The book is divided into three
complementary components. The first group of chapters is broadly concerned
with connecting individuals to their environment and to the people around them.
The second group revolves around paediatric technologies that compensate for
compromised or missing function. The final group of chapters is about machines
and environments which provide stimulating and interactive platforms for therapy
and research. Topics include: Microswitch-based occupational, recreational and
rehabilitation programs Emerging access technologies, like infrared thermal
imaging and vocal cord vibration detection Communication technologies to
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enable children to communicate in a variety of everyday environments Accessible
graphical user and Web-based interface design Postural and upper and lower
extremity compensation, such as customized chairs and prostheses Global
efforts in the area of robotics for autism research Virtual reality and other
interfaces to mitigate motor, communication, and physical control difficulties
Paedriatric rehabilitation engineering offers endless possibilities for future
research with implications across the fields of physical and cognitive
rehabilitation, medicine, computer science, and policy. It is the harmonizing of the
expertise and energies of rehabilitation professionals such as teachers, families,
paediatric rehabilitation engineers, and other stakeholders that will ensure that
children are optimally supported as they embark on their journey from disability to
possibility.
This edition covers the whole range of methods currently employed by
educational research at all stages. It includes new material on complexity theory,
ethics, sampling, and sensitive educational research.
Business Benchmark Second edition is the official Cambridge English
preparation course for Cambridge English: Business Preliminary, Vantage and
Higher (also known as BEC), and BULATS. This Teacher's Resource Book
includes a wide range of supplementary photocopiable material with answers,
including complete extra lessons and case studies. It provides information about
how the activities in each unit relate to the Business Preliminary exam and
BULATS test. There are notes on each unit with advice and suggestions for
alternative treatments and information about how this course corresponds to the
CEF, with a checklist of 'can do' statements. A complete answer key to both the
Business Preliminary and BULATS versions of the Student's Book is provided as
well as complete transcripts of the listening material with answers underlined.
Specter of an Accident is set against the backdrop of Access Air flight 41 from
Houston to Pittsburgh The main character is an emotionally distraught twirty-twoyear-old Civil Servant named Alexander LaRae, a man whose life is an emotional
wreck. Haunted by the memory of his recently-deceased wife, reality has left Alex
to be both father and mother to his two young daughters. Alex's job as an air
traffic controller does nothing to alleviate his anxiety level. At the workings of his
high school friend, Matt Johnson, Alex takes a jaunt to his and Matt's old high
school stomping ground because Matt has arranged for a little meeting between
his friend and Jill Murray, who happens to be Matt's ex-wife. On the flight to the
steel city, Alex meets up with Captain Douglas Rayborn, a pilot that is less than
two years from retirement and Charlie O'brien, a good-natured jokester pilot who
also exists as an emotional time bomb. Fate has them meeting again and the
three men come across evidence that the accident of flight 41 was no accident at
all. The double cross, that is instigated by a powerful drug lord, leads to murder
and a colossal act of terrorism on U.S. soil. A fatal piece of the puzzle, however,
ends up in Charlie's possession and the chase begins. Amidst a stolen F117
Nighthawk, a hijacked Boeing 767, and numerous attempts on the foursome's
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lives, Alex and Jill manage to find love. Or do they? You'll have to read the book
to find out the unpredictable ending. Specter of an Accident is wall-to-wall
excitement peppered with passion. The reader will be rewarded by the smart,
witty, and thought-provoking plot.
Bodies in motion. Birds, bees and bobsleighs. What is the force that moves the
sun and other stars? Where's our fucking airplane? What's inside Box 808, and
why does everybody want it? Deep within the archives of time-and-motion
pioneer Lillian Gilbreth lies a secret. Famous for producing solid light-tracks that
captured the path of workers' movements, Gilbreth helped birth the era of mass
observation and big data. Did she also, as her broken correspondence with a
young Soviet physicist suggests, discover in her final days a 'perfect' movement,
one that would 'change everything'? An international hunt begins for the one box
missing from her records, and we follow contemporary motion-capture consultant
Mark Phocan across geo-political fault lines and experimental zones: places
where the frontiers of potential - to cure, kill, understand or entertain - are
constantly tested and refined. And all the while, work is underway on the
blockbuster film Incarnation, an epic space tragedy. Audacious and mesmeric,
The Making of Incarnation weaves a set of stories one inside the other, rings
within rings, a perpetual-motion machine. Tom McCarthy peers through the
screen, or veil, of technological modernity to reveal the underlying historical and
symbolic structures of human experience.
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